
FAMILY
RELATIONSHIPS



What Is A Relationship?
An interaction between two 

or more people.

Who Does A Family 

Relationship Involve?  
* Parents * Aunts and Uncles

* Siblings * Cousins

* Grandparents * Others?



Roles/Responsibilities 

of Teenagers

* School

* Household Responsibilities

* Family Time

* Employment



What is your 

role/responsibility

in your family?

* How would you describe it?

* How do you think it came about?

* What life experiences have helped 

to shape it?



How can your attitude and 

behavior affect your 

family relationships?

They will either help 

STRENGTHEN or DESTROY

them.



Ways to STRENGTHEN 

Family Relationships:

* Showing appreciation

* Giving affection

* Being committed

* Spending time together

* Building traditions

* Utilizing creative problem solving

* Practicing constructive communication



* Refrain from giving affection

* Withholding emotions

* Avoiding certain family members

* Using destructive communication

* Withdrawal from family

Ways to DESTROY    

Family Relationships:



Personal Reflection

How is your personal 

attitude and behavior 

affecting your family?



FREEDOM WANTED

*Who you hang out with

*What you do

*When you come home

RESPONSIBILITY REQUIRED

*Choose good friends

*Don’t get into trouble

*Come home at a reasonable 

time

IF YOU WANT 

MORE FREEDOM, 

YOU MUST BE 

MORE RESPONSIBLE.



* Being responsible

builds trust.

* Trust gains you more 

freedom.

* What you do with your 

freedom builds more 

trust.  

* If you are trustworthy, 

you will have more 

responsibilities.

Responsibility

Trust

Freedom

Trust

Responsibility, Trust and Freedom



Esteem Needs

Love and Belonging

Needs

Safety Needs

Physical Needs

Self-

Actualization



* Developed by Abraham Maslow, a 

psychologist researching human motivation

and potential. 

* Physical needs (at the base of the pyramid) 

must be met before any others can be achieved.

* As teens grow and mature, they become more 

responsible to provide for their own needs.  

*Teens can help meet the basic needs of others 

in the family.    

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 















* Behaviors and 

activities you 

participate in 

over and over 

again.    

* Traditions can 

be big or small 

and are unique

to each family.  

What are Traditions?



* Provides a source of identity

* Strengthens family bonds

* Offers comfort and security

* Opportunity to teach values

* Chance to pass on cultural heritage 

* Connects the generations

* Creates lasting memories

Why are Traditions Important?





Family Crest Assignment





* Flags that represent the countries your families 

came from.

* Pictures of foods that are common to your 

ethnicity.

* Pictures that represent your first of last name.

* Drawings that depict favorite family events, 

celebrations or traditions.

Be Creative and Use Color!

Ideas Include:


